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Motivation

Execution

Our globalized, digitized, twenty-first century world has radically
disrupted the traditional landscape of higher education.1

Participants understood more about teaching interdisciplinary courses than they did
before participating in the workshops:
90% of particpants
strongly agree

The top ten in-demand jobs of 2010 did not exist in 2004, and the average college
graduate will have anywhere from 10-14 jobs by the age of 38.2

Attending the workshops was a worthwhile investment of their time:

“We are currently preparing students for jobs that don’t yet exist . . . using
technologies that haven’t been invented . . . in order to solve problems we don’t
even know are problems yet.”1

95% strongly agree
Workshops and discussions on interdisciplinary course design should be repeated or
continued in future quarters:

While the goals of higher education certainly involve more than simply "preparing
students for jobs, technologies, and problems, one broader and exceptionally clear
point emerges: We need to prepare students for what we can’t prepare them for.”3

100% strongly agree
They are interested in learning more about interdisciplinary instruction:

Professors in a 21st century education environment need to focus
less on helping their students learn specific skills and more on
helping those students learn how to learn.
Familiarity with interdisciplinary instruction—with its focus on the
cultivation of transferrable skills and flexible thinking across
disciplines—is a critically important component of a well-rounded
twenty-first century academic.
But according to a recent study as many as seventy percent of graduating PhDs have
not had the opportunity to plan their own course.4
It is for this reason that, in an increasingly competitive job market, knowledge and
experience with these kinds of skills are starting to be ranked as highly desirable—in
some cases more so than a cutting-edge research profile.5

Structure
Two-part workshop series: designed to give participants insights
into the course proposal process while at the same time integrating
information on interdisciplinary instruction.
Three different levels of exposure:
1. Scholarly literature on interdisciplinary instruction

2. Discussion with faculty

Results

95% strongly agree

Conclusions
The featured panelists for the roundtable discussion were:

There is a strong interest in interdisciplinary instruction at UC Davis

Ian Faloona
Associate Professor and Bio-Micrometerologist in the Land, Air, Water Resources
Department: Instructor for “Geophysical Dance” course

Campus institutions should do what they can to enable the further development of
these types of courses

Diane Ullman,
Professor of Entomology in the Entomology and Nematology Department and CoFounder of the UC Davis Art/Science Fusion Program
Terry Nathan,
Professor of Atmospheric Science in the Land, Air, Water Resources Department:
Instructor for “Photography: Bridging Art and Science” course

Future workshops can and should focus on different ways to define interdisciplinarity
and the practical concerns of teaching these courses.
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Project Summary:
Designing and proposing courses is a fundamental part of being a successful teacher, but it is a
process with which most graduate students and postdocs have little to no experience. This twopart workshop series was designed to address that gap by giving participants insights into the
course proposal process while at the same time integrating information on interdisciplinary
instruction—an increasingly sought-after teaching skill at institutions across academia.
Part one of this two-part series provided workshop participants with the opportunity to hear
about first-hand experiences with interdisciplinary course design from faculty at UC Davis. In
this facilitated question and answer session, panelists from across the humanities, social sciences,
and STEM fields discussed their motivations for developing their courses as well as some of the
most significant benefits and challenges of teaching courses of this type. In doing so, workshop
participants were given a clearer picture of how the interdisciplinary course design process
works from start to finish, including details on subjects as specific as how to develop an idea,
who to contact to help them develop their course idea, when it’s appropriate to involve a coteacher and how to find one, and how to put all of this together into a successful course proposal
application.
In part two, participants applied the information they were given in session one as they outlined
course proposals for their own interdisciplinary classes. Working both independently and in
small groups, participants first brainstormed interdisciplinary course ideas based on subjects of
interest to themselves or their disciplines. Next participants were guided through a rough
syllabus design process using backwards design principles, which allowed them to both identify
and plan for the potential challenges in mounting their specific classes. At the conclusion of the
workshop, participants were provided with a range of resources for further developing,
proposing, and teaching their courses at UC Davis and elsewhere.
Based on the response to these workshops, there is a keen interest in interdisciplinary course
design among UC Davis graduate students and postdocs. In conversations with interested
participants, many expressed a sincere appreciation for a workshop series that focused on
providing attendees with the opportunity not just to learn more about the philosophies of
interdisciplinary instruction, but also to apply that knowledge directly by creating course
proposals of their own.
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